The alleged killing of Rayshard Brooks (above) in Atlanta in a Wendy's parking lot by the white cop Garrett Rolfe has kept The Summer Of Our Discontent As We Struggle To Hope For Change narrative alive for a bit longer. I know, ho-hum, and I would have left it entirely alone had I not stumbled across a piece of amazingly disingenuous (or just bad) writing that alerted me to the fact that events leading to Brooks' 'death' began 18 days after the 'death' of George Floyd. In fact, you could probably narrow it down to exactly 18 days if you cared enough to go to the trouble.

Then, let's just call it about 18 hours later, Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms announced the resignation of Police Chief Erika Shields (think actress Brooke Shields, whom Miles recently outed as the granddaughter of Vatican bankers) and all but called Rolfe a murderer by saying that she didn't believe the shooting was a justified use of deadly force. Since when did Police Chiefs and Mayors quit supporting their police, even before an investigation? Mayor Bottoms' birth date is the spook-happy 1/18, which kind of looks like two aces and an 8 to me. The spook-happy figure of $180,000 is the approximate amount for which Bottoms was investigated during her mayoral election, the moolah going in several lump payments to her campaign staff. She gave back about 26 grand, but the rest? Well, details, you know?

R&B singer Major Lance had a big hit in 1963 titled "The Monkey Time," which would not be worth mentioning, but as he went on to father Mayor Keisha in 1970 and she seems to be up to her tits in monkey business, it makes it all kind of funny. Major Lance fathers Mayor Lance, monkey time and monkey business – and I thought this would be boring. Miles: also remember that singers, black or white, only make it in the business if they are connected.

The creative writing I referred to comes from F. Elizabeth Dahab, Professor of Comparative Literature at California State University Long Beach. F. Elizabeth is either on the payroll or she's completely insane. She writes that Brooks was shot while "he was running away from the two police officers who
had fooled him by their seemingly cordial demeanor only to suddenly and unexpectedly handcuff him from the back." Tricky, tricky white boys, acting all sweet and tricking the poor, unsuspecting black fella, shame on them.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MawQYNNIoZ0&t=1710

The cop that responded to the scene at the beginning, Brosnan (as in Pierce Brosnan, 007), seems to be required to call in a DUI specialist: this turns out to be Rolfe, the eventual shooter. Since when do you need to call back-up or specialists in when confronted with one sleepy drunk guy? When Rolfe shows up, Brosnan gets him up to date, and, Lizzie writes, while "giving him this account, the placid facial features of Rolfe morph into an ugly mask of suspicion and hatred. In my view, this is when the murder began. This was the moment Brooks’s fate was sealed." Now, I've looked for the 'ugly mask of suspicion and hatred' on Rolfe's face, and it's not there. Look for the Ugly Mask at :00:16 here, if you're so inclined:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLdpbq7iyRE

All I see is just another somewhat bored cop having to deal with just another knucklehead in the long line of them that comprises a law enforcement man's working life, leading me to believe there's a kind of double spin going on here: dichotomic doings of the spooky kind. Watch the full video of the cops' interaction with Brooks and you find yourself saying – Enough already, arrest the mope and get on with your day. Or, read a piece like Dahab's and you find yourself carrying a Defund The Police banner at your local demonstration. Whichever way you go, someone else will go the other and further societal division is created: mission accomplished. Read Dahab AND watch the video and your head explodes – nothing is real. Strawberry Fields Forever.

Brooks is either a very good actor or demonstrably impaired, but the spin continues with Lizzie writing that "in a show of good will, Brooks suggested to the officer to let him lock his car, walk down the street to sleep at his sister’s house where his 8-year old daughter was, having celebrated her 8th birthday the night before, and who was now waiting for her Daddy who promised her an outing." Splendid idea, except Daddy thinks he's 10 miles away* from where he really is and it's way too late to be dragging a child out for a night on the town. We're told Brooks' BAL measured 35% higher than the legal limit, adding the final 8 to this ridiculous tale. I don't understand why they didn't make it 33% for a little variety. Then we have the showbiz fight and shooting, with both cops' body-cams falling off immediately and becoming useless to further investigation, a very cool feature.**

F. Elizabeth Dahab brings serious grief to the idea of truth in journalism, and even if you consider this one an opinion piece, the facts should matter. To do so much damage in one article is impressive. If the world worked the way just about everybody but Miles Mathis says it works, the woman could not write such drivel and keep a university teaching job. She expects her readers to believe she "scoured the internet looking for a complete, untruncated video of the incident," and most of them probably do. And she may have scoured, who knows? She teaches lit but doesn't seem to recognize a tautology when she writes one, so perhaps she didn't have the common sense to check Brooks' Wikipedia entry for the vids she wanted. That's where they're linked, just as Intel scripted them, full-length and unexpurgated.

Miles here for a little addition. Reading Dahab's account made me laugh, because this groggy drunk black man is simultaneously being sold as some sort of amazing Houdini. He is cuffed from behind, but manages to grab a taser in a scuffle on the ground? Try to imagine how he could have done that.
He then fires the taser at the police while running away from them? While cuffed from behind? Tasers have a very limited range, and the police would of course know that, so they couldn't possibly have felt threatened by that. He could fire the taser all he wanted. Besides, once you fire a taser, it is done. You can't fire it again. Also, no one is pointing out that if you are cuffed, you can't run very fast, because you can't use your arms. So all the cops had to do is run after him. He was no threat. I will be told that is why the murder was so heinous. But what is heinous is the storyline here. Patrick is correct: the way Dahab tells it is enough by itself to indicate this is fiction.

A people search on Rayshard Brooks finds he is aka Ray S. Brooks, so my guess is Rayshard is a fake name, like it looks. Probably a joke name, a play on “Ray's hard”. These people are just that clever.

I also noticed that Brooks' attorney is named L. Chris Stewart. So we have the Stewarts here again. All the same family names are here, as usual. You will say he is black so he can't be from the peerage Stewarts. Wrong. Given his position, he is probably half-black, with ties to the Phoenician navy. A quick search finds he was previously a partner at Morgan and Morgan, which is definitely not a shoestring black advocacy firm. In fact, it is Atlanta's top law firm, and there are a lot of them, so that is not saying anything. Morgan is sold as a family firm, and the Morgans are not black. They actually headquarter in Orlando, FL, where they also have the largest firm. They have founded multiple locations throughout Florida, including Orlando, Tampa, Fort Myers, Fort Lauderdale, Winter Haven, Daytona, Kissimmee, Saint Petersburg, Naples, Tavares, Jacksonville, Melbourne, The Villages, Pensacola, Tallahassee, Miami, and Big Pine Key. The firm has also expanded nationally, opening offices in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, New York, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee. Strangely, a search on head John Bryan Morgan finds he is in the news right now, but not for this. He is trying to raise minimum wage in Florida, though we are not sure what his angle is. Possibly controlling the opposition. I would expect it to fail. Just a week ago, Morgan was in the news for the George Floyd fake, calling for cops to end the “code of silence”. But the article admits Morgan's firm makes its dough suing police departments. Any questions? So we can expect Brooks' family to sue Atlanta police, making a bundle for these law firms, and guess who is left paying that bill? The taxpayers. Yes, it looks like another major conjob.

And lo and behold, Morgan is also connected to this story about Orlando lawyers working pro bono for protestors arrested in the current riots. That's so cosy, isn't it?

But we still aren't finished. Morgan was also in the news in the past month offering to work pro bono for Florida's broke unemployment system. The guy is everywhere, doing good. He also used the video to praise governor DeSantis' Corona response. Except for one problem: Florida's response has been one of the most fascist and draconian in the nation, though it has been sold as the opposite. We are told DeSantis was lax about beach closures, but all the beaches were closed nonetheless. And all these closures were non-legal, and still are, since they were all done by executive orders of some sort, which have a very limited timespan. As in the rest of the country, no local legislatures ever passed any laws, so this is all been no more than a bluff. There are still zero laws on the books.

My guess is these Morgans are THE Morgans, as in John Pierpont Morgan and the peerage Morgans. Prove me wrong. The fact that their lead black attorney just happened to be named Stewart already tends to confirm that, doesn't it? John Morgan's middle name Bryan is also a clue. This may link him to famous attorney William Jennings Bryan, involved in the Scopes Monkey Fake. Also, the Morgans were closely related to the Hamiltons, and we are about to see another Hamilton below. The famous Morgans are also closely related to the famous Adams, which may explain why the Jets' Jamal Adams
is getting so involved in Black Lives Matter. See below for other sports stars who happen to have peerage names getting involved.

June 18: In an amazing example of good fortune, Today.com was able to find a video of Brooks being interviewed by Reconnect from earlier this year. Wow, that's convenient. What are the odds, right? A drunk black guy gets murdered by cops, and just a few months earlier he was being interviewed talking about bad cops and the flawed system. But I guess all dispossessed black people in Atlanta have video interviews on file. You really have to watch it to believe how transparent it is. I mean, just look closely at the dude above. That isn't a brother from the ghettos. He is wearing a pressed shirt buttoned all the way up! He is meticulously groomed. And what about Reconnect? What is that? Well, if we do a search, we find it at Reconnect.io. Whoa! That domain is in the British Indian Ocean Territory. Why? I guess because Reconnect has red flags all over it. From watching that Today interview, you would think Reconnect was a prisoner advocate site, but it isn't. It is involved in the criminal justice INDUSTRY, selling drug testing systems, hightech ankle bracelets, and so on. And if we check their who-we-are page, we find one of their board members is David Condliffe, who also happens to be on Governor Cuomo's Council on Community Re-entry. What a coincidence: a link to Cuomo here! But there's more. Condliffe has served as senior advisor for the Open Society Institute. That's Soros, if you don't remember! Funny how Soros seems to be linked to all these BLM events and fake black deaths, right? Condliffe was also director of the Drug Policy Alliance.

At Reconnect we also find a Jacobs, a Murray, a Hamilton, and a Hotchkiss. Remember we also have many Murrays getting press in the George Floyd fake: Arizona quarterback Kyler Murray, the Nuggets Jamal Murray, and Bill Murray's son Caleb, who has allegedly been arrested as part of the riots. John Murray at Reconnect is also COB of the Maine Venture Fund, linking him to Vice Chair Tom Dunne, a partner at Accenture for 19 years. Accenture—now rated #272 on the Forbes Global 2000 list—was the tech consulting arm of Arthur Andersen, and was one of only four publicly traded federal contractors incorporated in a tax haven (Bermuda). It later moved to Ireland, where it is paying 3.5% instead of 24%. It formerly worked for NHS in the UK, which may tie it to the current Corona hoax. Accenture became the lead contractor for HealthCare.gov in the US in 2014, ditto. It also works for the Department of Defense. Are you starting to get the picture? The usual rabbit hole, bottoming out in hell, in other words.

Also interesting that big phony Angela Davis, the fake Black Panther I outed as an agent in several previous papers, is now being promoted as an important voice in BLM by The Guardian. I encourage my readers to swamp The Guardian with negative comments.

If anyone wants to do a follow-up on this one, have a go. I am not really interested.

* A little 10 mile distance discrepancy was also featured in the Breonna Taylor farce.
** No body-cams with Breonna Taylor, body-cams that fall off here: change but no progress.